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In February 2020, Secretary of Defense Mark Esper participated in a mini-exercise involving a limited nuclear exchange with Russia. In the scenario, Russia used a low-yield nuclear strike against a NATO target, and the United States responded with a limited nuclear response. The exercise, part of a regular schedule of wargames, was conducted to help senior defense and military officials become “familiar with the mechanical process of making these decisions and providing the orders back out to the fleet.” However, the exercise had a notable limitation: it was conducted entirely out of U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska and not at European command, where the war would be fought. While certainly useful for senior decisionmakers, no brigade combat teams, joint operations, or other large-scale maneuvers were involved. If a similar limited nuclear strike
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were intended to work in tandem with the conventional force, there would need to be a significant effort to educate, train, and prepare conventional forces for potential nuclear conflict.

Since the end of the Cold War, the integration of nuclear weapons into conventional war planning has faded as nuclear warfighting has been largely siloed off to USSTRATCOM and separated from the rest of the U.S. military. Nuclear weapons have been chiefly considered at the very beginning of a conflict, for deterrence or first strike, or at the very final stages of conflict escalation.  

The Trump administration’s recent 2018 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) made it a priority to "strengthen the integration of nuclear and non-nuclear military planning." Conventional nuclear integration (CNI) has caused considerable discussion about whether this will lower or raise the nuclear escalation threshold. CNI could decrease the likelihood of nuclear use by being more clear about the role of nuclear weapons and focusing on how conventional operations may shape adversary decisions over nuclear use. On the other hand, CNI could also potentially make nuclear use more likely through inadvertent escalation. The circumstances and extent of CNI can also vary greatly. That said, conventional and nuclear integration may be useful for increasing understanding of the conventional and nuclear divide, outlining the roles and purposes of nuclear weapons and detailing how conventional forces would operate once any nuclear weapons were used.

While there should be continued debate of the normative merits or dangers of CNI, this article focuses on the issue from the perspective of the conventional force and highlights some important steps that would have to be taken if CNI is to work more fully with conventional forces. Specifically, nuclear planning would need to be more clearly present and detailed in high-level military doctrine, concepts, and large-scale exercises. This is no small undertaking, particularly for exercises, and poses many potential risks and trade-offs that merit careful consideration by decisionmakers. However, the risks of competition and conflict between nuclear armed adversaries are increasing and with that the importance of understanding the nature of conflict along the conventional nuclear interface. If the U.S. military is expected to operate on a nuclear battlefield—or under the threat of nuclear use—thinking in nuclear terms would need to be shared by the conventional force and not be the exclusive purview of USSTRATCOM and the nuclear policy community.

What would detailed conventional nuclear integration in doctrine, concepts, and large-scale exercises look like? Joint concepts inform high-level military doctrine, which in turn provides guidance on what the military should aim to achieve through planning and training in large-scale exercises. If the Department of Defense (DoD) desires to pursue CNI as a policy goal, then nuclear planning would be expected to make an appearance in the following ways:
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6 Consider the Able Archer 83 exercise discussed later.
• **Doctrine**: Detailed nuclear planning would need to appear in the high-level Joint Chiefs of Staff Joint Publications (JP) 1 capstone and 1-0 through 6-0 keystone doctrine that is read and consumed by the entire force, and not just in subordinate specialty doctrine used chiefly by specialist communities.

• **Concepts**: Consideration of nuclear weapons would also need to appear in the higher-level joint concepts, specifically in those involving major operations and joint access, that inform both future doctrine and exercises, instead of only in supporting concepts.

• **Exercises**: Simulated nuclear operations would be present not only in exercises directed by USSTRATCOM or in narrower exercises focused on training tactics, techniques, and procedures but also in large-scale conventional exercises, often involving multiple services, in the geographic theater of operations.

### Doctrine, Concepts, and Exercises

Doctrine, concepts, and exercises shape how military personnel come to understand the nature of conflict and how U.S. forces will fight. This is especially true for the middle level of the officer corps—the ranks of major to colonel—which writes the operational plans and develops military employment options. Doctrine, concepts, and exercises provide guidance and shape expectations for all U.S. forces, conventional and strategic.

This shaping occurs because **doctrine** lays out institutionally-approved lessons of history and prescribes appropriate actions. **Concepts** describe what future conflict might look like and how the U.S. military should prepare. When referring to doctrine and concepts, this article looks at how they are specifically manifested in joint publications doctrine and joint concepts developed by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. **Exercises** give military personnel a day-to-day, hour-to-hour experience of simulated conflict.!

The relationship between doctrine, concepts, and exercises is illustrated in Figure 1 below. At the most basic level, concepts propose new approaches to current or future military challenges and can inform more institutionalized and authoritative joint doctrine. Joint doctrine in turn provides the foundation for military education as well as joint training, exercises, and operations.

![Figure 1: Relationship between doctrine, concepts, and exercises](image-url)
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7 For discussion of how a generation of regional conflicts has left the U.S. military poorly positioned to understand great power conflict, see Mark Cancian, *Coping with Surprise in Great Power Conflicts* (Washington, DC: CSIS, 2018), 7-9, [https://www.csis.org/analysis/coping-surprise-great-power-conflicts](https://www.csis.org/analysis/coping-surprise-great-power-conflicts).
Further, concepts, doctrine, and exercises can be loosely broken into two levels. At the higher level, joint operating concepts inform joint capstone and keystone doctrine that provides guidance for major combat operations that are further practiced in large-scale exercises. This higher level speaks to the entire military force and not just to one specialty unit or function. At the lower level are supporting concepts, subordinate doctrine, and smaller exercises focused on tactics, techniques, and procedures. These lower-level concepts are largely developed, consumed, and practiced by smaller specialist communities, one of which is strategic forces and the nuclear community.

In order for conventional nuclear integration to be a reality, the fundamentals of nuclear operations will need to be included in the higher-level concepts, doctrine, and exercises in order to be read and practiced by the broader conventional force. It is worthwhile, therefore, to examine more in-depth what doctrine, concepts, and exercises are and to assess the extent to which nuclear weapons have been integrated into the higher levels.

Point of Comparison: Missile Defense

To concretely illustrate how a major capability can be integrated into upper-level doctrine, concepts, and exercises, missile defense will be used as a guiding example. Missile defense is a helpful comparison for several reasons, including that it is similarly dominated by a specialist community, has its own Missile Defense Review and subordinate JP 3-01 Countering Air and Missile Threats doctrine, and in deployment often carries its own set of escalatory sensitivities.

Like nuclear weapons, missile defense was long considered a niche and strategic capability, but it has now emerged into the mainstream. Although there may be room for improvement, missile defense is well integrated with the conventional force. Geographic combatant commanders are highly familiar with the capability, as evidenced by
their numerous requests for Patriot, Aegis, and THAAD systems. There are many reasons for this, including a greater number of observations from wartime experience such as the Scud vs. Patriot match during the Gulf War and ongoing tests that provide invaluable experience. Despite this difference, missile defense can provide a salient example of what better integration looks like.

I. Doctrine and the Joint Publications

DoD defines military doctrine as “fundamental principles by which the military forces or elements thereof guide their actions in support of national objectives. It is authoritative but requires judgment in application.” By being “authoritative,” doctrine represents an official institutional perspective that individuals must follow. Doctrine drives what the military education system teaches, so all military personnel become familiar with it.

All military services and defense agencies have their own sets of doctrine. The broadest and most influential is joint doctrine, which covers activities that affect more than one service and describes in comprehensive terms how U.S. forces will fight. Several dozen joint publications lay out joint doctrine. Joint doctrine is organized hierarchically. At the top is Joint Publication 1 (JP 1), Doctrine of the Armed Forces of the United States, described as the capstone document that imparts a view of conflict in its broadest terms. Below that are six joint publications, described as keystone documents, that cover broad warfighting functions. For example, JP 3-0 Joint Operations covers military operations in general, and JP 5-0 Joint Planning covers the planning process. Below these broad doctrinal publications are subordinate publications that cover specialty topics. For example, below JP 3-0 Joint Operations are over 50 subordinate doctrinal publications such as JP 3-24 Counterinsurgency, JP 3-30 Joint Air Operations, and JP 3-34 Joint Engineer Operations.

The military services and the Joint Staff have elaborate processes for developing doctrine. For joint doctrine, the Joint Staff Directorate for Joint Force Development (J-7) coordinates the process. Ideas for changes or new doctrine arise from operational lessons learned, changes to national policies, or novel technologies. An elaborate staffing
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11 There has been a long-standing debate in the military about whether doctrine should be “prescriptive” or “descriptive,” that is, whether it should direct action or merely describe past lessons learned for adaptation in the present. The Army has traditionally leaned toward the former, whereas the Navy and Marine Corps have leaned toward the latter. The current phrasing represents a compromise.

process ensures that all stakeholders have their say and that the new or changed doctrine is consistent with other doctrinal elements.  

**Nuclear Operations In Joint Publications**

The divide between nuclear and conventional is notable in the joint publication series, where nuclear planning is largely absent from higher-level doctrine in the JP 1 capstone and JP 1-0 through JP 6-0 keystone documents. The JP 1 *Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United States* does not address nuclear weapons in any major depth. There is only a note that nuclear weapons are an exception to command and control, since they follow a distinct nuclear command and control (NC2) chain originating in the president and connected to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and secretary of defense, before travelling down “to the nuclear CCDRs and nuclear execution forces.” Beyond this, there is little guidance on how nuclear forces should be considered within the levels of war or escalation, despite the purpose of JP 1 as providing “overarching guidance and fundamental principles for the employment of the Armed Forces of the United States.”

In JP 3-0 *Joint Operations*, the largest of the keystone documents, nuclear weapons are only briefly referenced in the context of friendly deployment, stating that “when directed by the President and SecDef, CCDRs will plan for the employment of nuclear weapons by US forces in a manner consistent with national policy and strategic guidance” and that “USSTRATCOM’s capabilities to lead in the collaborative planning of all nuclear missions are available to support nuclear weapon employment.” Further discussion is included as part of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and as part of chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear weapons (CBRN), but the emphasis here is largely on force protection in the context of adversary deployment, and only the above is offered on potential U.S. nuclear use.

JP 5-0 *Joint Planning* does contain a specific note on planning nuclear strike options, specifically that “commanders must assess the military as well as the strategic impact a nuclear strike would have on conventional operations.” However, JP 5-0 similarly puts much of the onus for this planning on USSTRATCOM as the “lead organization for nuclear planning and coordination” that also ensures “optimal integration of US nuclear and conventional forces prior to, during, and after conflict.”

In terms of high-level military doctrine used by the conventional forces to conduct operations, there is little direct guidance on nuclear weapons or how nuclear weapons might fundamentally alter traditional concepts of war. Indeed, the tone and orientation of these documents envisions entirely conventional military operations. In the few
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15 Ibid., I-1.


passing mentions of nuclear weapons, the high-level documents are quick to relegate planning and consideration to USSTRATCOM.

While nuclear operational doctrine is delineated in the JP series, specifically in subordinate doctrines JP 3-11, JP 3-40, JP 3-41, and JP 3-72, these documents represent a small fraction of joint doctrine (as illustrated in Figure 2) and are used primarily by specialist communities rather than the conventional force writ large.

JP 3-11, 3-40, and 3-41 have doctrine on various aspects of nuclear weapons, again often as part of a broader group of WMD or CBRN. For example, JP 3-40 Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction describes in depth non-proliferation efforts and potential effects of CBRN. In turn, JP 3-41 Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Response provides extensive guidance on nuclear weapons but focuses mostly on responding to a CBRN attack, force protection, the role of civilian responders, and, in general, minimizing the effects of a CBRN incident. JP 3-11 Operations in Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Environments goes further and provides guidance on how U.S. forces should continue to operate and be effective in an environment where nuclear weapons are threatened or used. However, the focus is more on how to continue operating in such an environment, rather than providing guidance on the use of nuclear weapons in coordination with conventional forces.

JP 3-72 Nuclear Operations contains the most extensive guidance for integrating nuclear and conventional forces. JP 3-72 was publicly released in June 2019 for a week before being shifted to the more restricted Joint Electronic Library. It is unclear exactly why it was switched to official use only after a public release, although there is a note on the Joint Staff website that it is under maintenance. JP 3-72 is the latest in a history of JP publications on nuclear operations dating back to the beginning of the JP series in the early-1990s. Steven Aftergood noted that while JP 3-72 clearly plans for warfighting, it provides a “mostly familiar overview of nuclear strategy, force structure, planning, targeting, command and control, and operations.”

For the purpose of CNI, while Nuclear Operations doctrine does elaborate on the integration of conventional and nuclear forces, the explanation is isolated in a subordinate, specialty doctrine and is not present in the keystone 3-0 or higher documents. This placement largely limits its regular consumption to nuclear specialist communities.
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21 Ibid., II-14.
22 While copies of 3-72 remain available online, it is officially only available through the restricted Joint Electronic Library, where there is a note that it is in maintenance, “Joint Doctrine Hierarchy Chart,” https://www.jcs.mil/Doctrine/Hierarchy-Chart/; and “The Joint Chiefs of Staff published, then quickly deleted, its new nuclear doctrine,” Task and Purpose, June 21, 2019, https://taskandpurpose.com/news/joint-chiefs-of-staff-published-then-deleted-new-nuclear-doctrine.
JP 3-72 delineates the responsibilities between geographic combatant commanders (CCDR) and USSTRATCOM, which is most relevant for CNI. Specifically, 3-72 calls for geographic combatant commands to integrate nuclear planning early in the planning process to provide the president with options, nominate targets.
for nuclear weapons, and integrate them within the overall scheme of fires.  

In the event of a battlefield with a nuclear element, JP 3-72 prescribes the geographic combatant commander’s responsibility over conventional forces and some nonstrategic forces (such as dual-capable aircraft), while giving USSTRATCOM control over all strategic forces. Finally, since geographic combatant commanders may not have the internal ability to nominate and plan for nuclear targets, JP 3-72 allows them to rely on other external agencies for assistance, including USSTRATCOM. While JP 3-72 provides significant guidance on integrating nuclear and conventional forces, much of the emphasis remains on USSTRATCOM in both controlling nuclear forces and assisting with plans and targeting. JP 3-11, 3-40, 3-41, and 3-72 provide the core of U.S. nuclear doctrine for the joint force. However, they still represent a small fraction of doctrine publications that is not widely consumed outside their specialty community and have not migrated upwards into the high-level capstone and keystone doctrine that sets expectations for the broader conventional force.

**Missile Defense in Joint Publications Doctrine**

Missile defense serves as a helpful contrasting example for how a major class of weapons can be given more extensive treatment in higher-level doctrine. The role of missile defense in the joint force has received extended consideration in the keystone doctrine, although discussion in the JP 1 capstone is limited.

For example, JP 3-0 has a dedicated section on “Integrating Air and Missile Defense” in the context of a discussion of fires and countering air and missile threats, maintaining that the threats of missiles and long-range aircraft “require integration of defensive capabilities from both within and beyond a GCC’s [Geographic Combatant Command] AOR. The GCC integrates air and missile defense capabilities and activities within the theater.” JP 3-0 also notes that STRATCOM is the coordinating authority for global missile defense in coordination with other CCDRs and that the “intended result is integration of OCA [offensive counterair] attack operations, DCA [defensive counterair] operations, and other capabilities as required to create the JFC’s desired effects.”

Also, under a broader section on force protection, JP 3-0 outlines the Joint Functional Commander (JFC) mission that includes missile defense and further provides an in-depth explanation for the distinctions between various forms of defensive counterair (DCA), including active and passive air and missile defense, as well as global missile defense. JP 3-0 highlights that the integration of these systems will allow defense-in-depth and that it is one of the factors that commanders should consider when assuming responsibility for an operational area. Although missile defense receives less treatment in JP 5-0 Joint Planning, it does use CENTCOM’s deployment of theater missile defense in the Gulf War as an illustrating example of friendly force protection and further stipulates the role of USSTRATCOM and other CCDRs in developing global missile defense force requirements.
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26 Ibid., IV-3-4.
27 This includes the United States Army Nuclear and Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction Agency’s (USANCA’s) nuclear employment augmentation teams (NEATs), the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA), and USSTRATCOM. Ibid., V-1.
28 For missile defense, this is JP 3-01 Countering Air and Missile Threats.
29 JP 1, III-10.
30 DoD, JP 3-0, III-33.
31 Ibid., III-33.
32 Ibid., III-42, IV-12.
33 DoD, JP 5-0, E-4.
Unlike nuclear weapons, which were only lightly touched on in keystone doctrine, missile defense was given a clear priority with direction for geographic and functional commanders to integrate the system into a wider defensive architecture. Similarly, a more extensive discussion of nuclear operations in the higher-level JP keystone doctrine, particularly JP 3-0, would provide greater exposure of nuclear doctrine to the conventional force and enable closer integration.

II. Joint Concepts

Concepts are important because they describe how the military services are thinking about future conflict. As a result, they drive the development of future capabilities, including equipment and force structure, and signal where future doctrine may go. Joint publications describe concepts this way:

There is a close and complementary relationship between concepts and doctrine. Fundamentally, concepts support joint force development where development of capabilities is required to meet national strategic goals, whereas joint doctrine considers extant capabilities for joint force employment. Joint doctrine is authoritative, describes operations with extant capabilities, and is subject to policy, treaty, and legal constraints. By comparison, concepts are not authoritative, and are unproven ideas that should be rigorously tested. In general terms, a concept contains a notion or statement that expresses how something might be done.34

In practice, concepts look a lot like doctrine. They are captured in formal documents and express an official view about the nature of conflict. In effect, they are draft doctrine awaiting more information before becoming official doctrine.35

Currently, the Joint Staff has about 20 active concepts. Two key concepts are the Joint Operational Access Concept, which describes “how joint forces will operate in response to anti-access and area-denial security challenges,” and the Major Combat Operations Joint Operating Concept, which describes "how the future joint force intends to conduct combat operations in support of national military objectives."36

Concepts have a hierarchy just as doctrine does. At the top are “joint operating concepts” and below that are “supporting concepts.” The process for changing concepts or proposing new ones is similar to that for doctrine.

Nuclear Operations in Joint Concepts

Concepts of conventional and nuclear warfare have the same challenges as military doctrine. Within the hierarchy of concepts, concepts involving nuclear weapons use or response exist but are found among supporting concepts

and not among the higher joint operating concepts that link strategic guidance with future military operations. In addition, the joint concepts have the additional problem that many of them have not been recently updated.

The two most relevant high-level joint concepts, Major Combat Operations Joint Operating Concept and Joint Operational Access Concept, lack extensive discussion of how nuclear weapons might be integrated into joint operations. Among the few references to nuclear weapons in Major Combat Operations (published in 2006), most focus on the importance of distinguishing the adversary’s military from broader society to prevent the development of an insurgency or a potential escalation to the nuclear threshold. Other references, such as using special forces to quickly track and remove nuclear weapons in conflict, envision a rogue state with few nuclear weapons, rather than a potential great power conflict with a nuclear state.

The Joint Operational Access Concept from 2012 contains even less guidance on nuclear weapons usage, only noting that national policy may restrict certain strikes on an adversary if they possess nuclear weapons. Although nuclear weapons are naturally present in the 2006 Deterrence Operations Joint Operating Concept, including a call to improve “our capability to integrate nuclear and non-nuclear strike operations,” there is again little guidance on how nuclear strike would work in tandem with conventional forces.

The primary concept related to nuclear operations is the Joint Integrating Concept for Combating Weapons of Mass Destruction, a supporting concept released in 2007. The stated purpose of this doctrine was “future operations to combat WMD development, proliferation, acquisition and employment,” with much of its guidance on rogue behavior by states and non-state actors. While still relevant for some scenarios involving nuclear weapons, it does not emphasize the singular conditions associated with major power actors such as Russia or China.

Again, if nuclear integration with conventional forces is desired, updated concepts will need to be developed on how adding a nuclear element changes the nature of conflict and how this may require U.S. forces to adapt their mode of operation.

Missile Defense in Joint Concepts

Again, missile defense provides a useful illustration of how a capability becomes manifest within the higher-level joint concepts. In the Major Combat Operations Joint Concept, missile defense is explicitly referenced in a broader
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38 Ibid., 48.
39 DoD, Joint Operational Access Concept, 38.
section on using global capabilities when operating in foreign territory, where the JFC plays a linking role between inter-theater and intra-theater force protection. In addition, the concept affirms that combatant commands provide "integrated missile defense" to support the JFC’s attempt to gain access and operate in a campaign. Other references within the concept outline missile defense as part of the improvement in force protection and include a detailed discussion of a joint missile defense grid as incorporated in a "multilayered defense architecture."

Further, the Joint Operational Access concept explicitly discusses missile defense, noting its role under a broader discussion of force protection, and that "of growing concern to future joint forces will be missile defense and defense against sabotage." Although still dated by over a decade, the joint concepts contain significant discussion of missile defense as a major component of force protection and the role of geographic and functional commanders in incorporating the defensive system. This discussion provides a picture of what greater detail and guidance in higher-level joint concepts could potentially look like for future integration of nuclear and conventional forces.

III. Large-scale Exercises

DoD defines an exercise as “a military maneuver or simulated wartime operation involving planning, preparation, and execution that is carried out for the purpose of training and evaluation.” Military units are always conducting training and exercises, from the lowest levels to the highest. Lower-level exercises typically focus on what the military terms tactics, techniques, and procedures—the narrow technical skills needed for a unit to do its assigned function. Large exercises, because they simulate so many warfighting functions, teach participants what to expect in future conflicts.

The largest exercises involve multiple services, allies, and partners and involve thousands of troops over several days of operations. The combatant commanders typically drive these large exercises. Because of the sizeable resources involved, a high-level and elaborate process led by the Joint Staff approves them often years in advance. The process begins with the identification of objectives to be accomplished. These objectives come from established joint mission lists. Some exercises require approval by the secretary of defense and, when involving allies and partners, the National Security Council. These multinational exercises are important, not just because of the size but also because they engage high-level staffs with hundreds of senior officers.

Senior service leaders drive large-scale service-specific exercises. These exercises, typically repeated many times per year, train large units for future combat operations. These exercises are important because cumulatively they engage so many personnel.
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Nuclear and Conventional Large-scale Exercises

If nuclear and conventional integration is to be actualized, there will need to be greater integration into large-scale exercises, which are particularly important for training staffs and organizations, especially the mid-level officers from colonel to major, in exercising command and control at the operational level.\(^{47}\) Ideally, these exercises would involve multiple services in the geographic theater of operations, as well as potentially allied and partner states.

While there have been a few large-scale exercises involving nuclear weapons in conjunction with conventional forces, these remain comparatively rare. When nuclear weapons are involved, they usually focus on tactics, techniques, and procedures rather than large-scale conventional combat operations.

For example, the United States leads an annual nuclear NATO exercise, "Steadfast Noon," in Europe. This highly secretive exercise involves various nuclear planning scenarios and recently included the transportation of non-strategic B-61 nuclear gravity bombs with allied aircraft that joined from the Netherlands and Germany.\(^{48}\) While these exercises are useful in training units and strengthening NATO’s nuclear deterrent, they do not involve the larger conventional forces in maneuvers that would be relevant during a potential nuclear exchange. Practicing these maneuvers is critical for setting expectations for conventional staff and officers outside of strategic nuclear forces.

USSTRATCOM does have a few large-scale exercises to test its global capabilities, including nuclear responses. This includes the annual Global Thunder and Global Lightning exercises, which often involve other geographic combatant commands. For example, Global Lightning 2019 involved support for EUCOM through a battle staff and command and control exercise that was also linked with EUCOM's Austere Challenge exercise and NORTHCOM's
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Vigilant Shield exercise.49 These exercises may provide a model for greater integration between nuclear and conventional forces.

Outside of these, there are few examples of a nuclear component as part of the largest conventional exercises, exercises that often involve tens of thousands of troops such as Trident Juncture, Defender Europe, or the previous Foal Eagle and Key Resolve in Korea.50 The involvement of a nuclear element in these exercises designed to replicate major combat operations would be the next step toward integration with conventional forces. In addition, exercises with a nuclear element initiated and directed by the respective geographic combatant CCDRs, as opposed to those led by USSTRATCOM, would be an additional next step toward further integration.

**Missile Defense and Large-scale Exercises**

While there is likely room to improve missile defense integration with the joint force, they do make an appearance in more traditional large-scale conventional exercises. A significant example is one of the last annual Foal Eagle exercises in South Korea, which incorporated a THAAD anti-missile battery drill.51 Foal Eagle and Key Resolve were, until recently, some of the largest multinational joint service exercises the United States conducted on an annual basis in some form since the end of the Cold War.

There have also been a number of separate missile defense exercises in the European theater. For example, in Saber Guardian in 2019, several Patriots missiles were fired over the Black Sea, and several NATO Aegis destroyers participated in the air and missile defense biennial exercise Formidable Shield.52 In the Middle East, Juniper Cobra represents another significant missile defense exercise, with Patriot batteries participating in conjunction with Israeli conventional forces.53

However, there are limits to comparing the presence of missile defense in exercises with nuclear weapons. More extensive integration of nuclear weapons in large conventional exercises can be diplomatically sensitive and present real risks of inadvertent escalation. The nearly disastrous Able Archer exercise in 1983, which almost
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sparked a nuclear war with the Soviet Union, serves as a cautionary tale for future attempts to create more realism with large-scale exercises involving nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{54} Therefore, there will need to be some compromises to realism in large-scale exercises involving nuclear weapons.

**Speaking to the Conventional Force: Concluding Lessons for Integration**

What does successful integration look like from the perspective of the conventional force? From this review of doctrine, concepts, and exercises, four primary themes emerge regarding how a major capability such as nuclear weapons might be better integrated into the conventional force.

- **Detailed discussion in high-level joint publications doctrine.** What would nuclear operations look like? How would they change the nature of conflict? And how would they affect maneuvers, dispersion of forces, targeting, and integration into a system of fires? These considerations would need to be present in the high-level JP capstone and key doctrine. While the subordinate JP documents on nuclear operations remain important, their insights on how nuclear operations change an otherwise conventional conflict need to migrate up to the capstone- and key doctrine to be more widely consumed by the officer corps and organizational staff of nonstrategic forces.

- **Explicit mention in higher-level joint concepts describing major combat operations.** Similar to doctrine, a dedicated discussion for how nuclear weapons might alter the nature of conflict and operations would need to be included within the higher-level joint concepts to be envisioned by the broader conventional force.

- **Significant presence in large-scale exercises simulating major combat operations.** While it is helpful for USSTRATCOM to have nuclear wargames, further introduction to the wider force in the geographic combatant commands would help drive thinking in the officer corps. However, prioritizing greater conventional nuclear integration leads to trade-offs from other focus areas, which is important to consider when weighing the value of further integration. Nuclear weapons operations could also be incorporated in the major service training center exercises within the United States, and more tabletops and wargames with middle-level officers and organizational staff could also help familiarize conventional forces with nuclear operations.

- **Greater involvement of geographic combatant commands.** Geographic combatant commands need to assume a greater role in planning and driving exercises that incorporate a nuclear element. Robert Peters, Justin Anderson, and Harrison Menke also emphasize this point, that there is a need for geographic combatant and functional commanders to do more planning involving nuclear weapons, and not shift the bulk of the thinking over to USSTRATCOM.\textsuperscript{55}

This is not a complete view of all aspects of successful conventional nuclear integration. For example, this article does not touch on the role of professional military education, which represents another major opportunity for integrating nuclear thinking into the officer corps. Nor is this an argument in favor of greater integration in all its aspects. There are many reasons why the United States should be cautious about too closely integrating its


\textsuperscript{55} Peters, Anderson, and Menke, "Deterrence in the 21st Century," 34.
strategic and nonstrategic forces, as the Able Archer 83 exercise indicates. That said, it is useful to outline exactly what CNI would entail for the conventional force to help inform decisionmakers of its potential value or consequences beforehand.

Doctrine, concepts, and exercise can help clarify the roles and purposes of nuclear weapons and how the conventional force might operate alongside them. Clarifying these roles and purposes does not constitute a return to nuclear warfighting. Instead, it recognizes that a siloed approach, by failing to engage these processes along the conventional and nuclear divide, might bring more risk of inadvertent escalation than its firewalling prevents.

From the perspective of the conventional force, doctrine, concepts, and exercises play a major role in shaping expectations and training officers for future combat. If CNI is to remain a policy goal, nuclear operations and planning would need to be given significant presence in each of these three aspects of planning for U.S. forces to be expected to perform effectively on a battlefield with a nuclear element.
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